Editorial

Everything we do, think or say has a
consequence. All things make a difference.

June 2019

Make all your actions, thoughts and utterings
count. YOU are more powerful than you
believe. Use your power wisely and for the
good’
Suzanne Thomas

Welcome to the summer issue of the Magazine,
or the winter issue if you are in Australia.
Although I have a bit of a dislike of bees, and
especially wasps. I do have an affection for
Bumble Bees, as they are unlikely to sting you,
unless they are on their backs. Which is a
defensive position, showing they are ready to
sting you. This they can do many times, as the
sting does not break off when stung.

Deadline for the next issue

It was a happy experience when they built a
nest outside if my back door, by the seats the
other summer. Much pleasure was gained by
watching them work, and buzzing harmlessly
around.

1st September 2019
Next Issue Out
21st September 2019
All original submissions of the submitter
welcome, within the general remit of the
magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
With regard to articles, we are looking for
1,500 words max, with illustrations or photo’s.
Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide
your light. There is no better time than NOW!

The meaning of Bumble Bees is linked to
community. Bees show us that all is
interdependent.
Their movement from one plant to plant
represents the interconnectedness of all living
things. The bumblebee is a messenger bringing
the secrets of life and service.
ALL bees are productive, they stay focused on
whatever they are doing and do not get side
tracked from their goal.

Writing articles, not your thing? As you can tell
by past magazines, we are happy to receive
input from those of you of a more artistic,
creative nature, ie poems, inspired writing,

In these days of chaos, it is important to
remember that all things are connected.
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short stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.

of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

Thank you

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Check out our
Facebook Page.
Like us.

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

Glastonbury Tor, UK

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Linked Meditation
Become Involved

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.
Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
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Criminal Sexual Misconduct in a
Predator Culture – Fearless Puppy P22

Join with us for the daily sending out of Pure
Love, Light and Balancing energies, at 7am
GMT, daily, using the focal point of
Glastonbury Tor, UK, to encompass the World
and all within it.

Defining Success – Dean Fraser P24
The Light That Shines From Within –
David Starlyte P26

This is a free activity that any human being can
do, in aid of the world that we live in. All can
participate and help, there are no barriers.

Nature Spirits & Humans Conference
2019 - Caroline Sherwood P28
Essence World News – Jan Stewart
P36

Not able to make the sending out time of the
energies at 7am!

Books and Book Reviews P37

You can still join in and be of great value, by
sending Pure Love energy to the Tor, putting
on the intention that it is stored there until
7am the next day, when it will be sent out with
the rest of the Pure Love energy into the world
and to encompass all.

Creative Corner P38
Letters and Finally
Front cover – Jan Bayliss

Everyone can make a difference, don’t let
anyone else including yourself, tell you
different.

Beware intermittent Transatlantic
spellings, depending on which side of
the Atlantic that you are.

A thought is all it takes.

BORN TO LIVE GREEN
By Candia Lea Cole

Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain International
also sends out energies once a month on
the27th of each month at 7pm. For more
information about Tongo go to their website.

www.tongo.org.uk
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In The Light of World Truth –
Geraldine Sherborne P7
In today’s world, it has become trendy
to live a “green life.” Many people are
creating a “green lifestyle” by doing
such things as using energy saving
light bulbs, recycling waste, and
shopping for organics.

Journey of Discovery – David Eastoe
P8
Practicing Radical Ambiguity and
Persistence – Kathryn Samuelson P16
Understanding Life, Or Embracing It –
Michael Roads P19
The World is your Drumming Circle –
Jill Mattson P21

Yet many of us, including me, have
found ourselves feeling that creating a
list of green “things to do” is simply
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brother and me. I was conceived nearly
a month after my older brother was
born (he later developed Parkinson’s
disease), and I myself, developed toxin
dependent and hormone dependent
health issues.

not enough. What we really feel the
need to do is cultivate a deeper
connection to ourselves and the Earth
that reflects the desire of our hearts to
live in harmony with all of life.
Walking a path that harmonizes with
all of life can be challenging in a world
in where the ice caps are melting, our
rainforests are being burned to the
ground...species are dying, and
humans are battling cancer,
Alzheimer’s, autism, and the like. (In
my book, these epidemics stem from
our exposure to environmental toxins.)

When I was guided as a young teenage
woman to embark on my own selfhealing journey, I had the opportunity
to learn about the relationship between
my health challenges and Mother
Earth’s. What I discovered is that, we
cannot dump toxins into the Earth’s
terrestrial body (including the bodies
of animals and plants) and assume
they won’t return to our bodies.

Yet, even though our lives on Earth
today may seem difficult, our
experience of life doesn’t have to be —
if we’re willing to cultivate the innate
awareness we were born with, that
gives us the knowledge and wisdom to
live our lives as eco-stewards.
This awareness is what I call “ecointelligence.” Eco-intelligence is the
intelligence that guides us to know our
place and function within the grand
scheme of life and make lifestyle
choices that protect and sustain life, --in both our bodies and the Earth!

Humans and the Earth are an
interconnected, interdependent system
of life that is designed by nature, to
exchange energy. Have you created a
lifestyle that exchanges positive energy
with the Earth? Do you know how to
be in a healthy and loving relationship
with your body and the Earth?

I awakened my innate eco-intelligence
as a 16 year old teenager, during a time
when I was seeking a remedy for my
“mystery illness.” At that time, no
allopathic doctors could help me,
because they weren’t trained to
diagnose or treat the symptoms of
“environmental illness.”

Candia Lea Cole is the founder of EcoLearning Legacies. She creates
innovative educational products and
certification trainings that support
young and older women alike, in
awakening and nourishing their innate
eco-intelligence.
www.ecointelligenteating.com and
www.eco-mentor.com

Environmental illness in my body is
thought to have originated during my
embryonic development, because my
mother handled toxic chemicals at her
job, prior to her pregnancy with my
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A Source of Energy

survive on egocentricity. Selfishness
produces a cultural and social vortex
that severely disrupts and distorts the
continuum of reality. The energy we
attract is equivalent to what we
project. As human beings, we are so
powerful we can distort and/or
transform ourselves, others and our
environment by the quality of energy
we emanate.

By Iam Saums

Soul Currency:
“Energy is our soul’s currency.”

Money as a means of fulfillment and
success is the wool that has been
pulled over our existence. Society is
engineered to uphold this hollow
pursuit at the cost of our personal
awareness, creativity, power and
purpose. An era of opportunity for
intuitive empowerment has been and
is always present. It begins with our
choice to discover, claim and express
who and why we are. True worth is not
found in our bank accounts,
possessions or the positions we may
hold. It is the expression, measure and
quality of our energy. It sources and
inspires our lives. When we open to the
infinite abundance of universal energy,
we become all we may imagine.

Social Nature:
One of the greatest illusions ever
invented is the belief that we are
merely a mind within a body. That our
heart’s sole purpose is to circulate
blood and maintain our body’s biorhythm. Our human conditioning and
daily indoctrination into social reality
certainly supports this commonly lived
duality. There is another illusion. One
born of artificial comfort, fulfillment,
purpose and security. One to which we
as humans desperately cling to
supplement our lack of engagement
and ownership of our lives. As we are
altered and molded into everything we
rebelled against as teenagers, we
inevitably acquiesce to an illusion of
being.

Freedom in Discovery:
We are multi-dimensional beings. We
have the potential for so much more.
By design, the parameters of social
reality prohibit us from becoming
aware and aligned with our
transcendental qualities. Our
authoritarian society primarily
stimulates our body and mind as a
form of distraction, manipulation and
oppression to maintain dominion over
humanity. Only our enlightened
emotion and intuition can free us from

Free-For-All:
Personal and social chaos is energetic
in origin. We are often inclined to walk
a contrary path. Not because we
disagree with the norms of society. It is
that we adopt a conceited outlook,
even to our own detriment, for the
payoff of being right. Every day,
billions of people all over the world
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our soul. The difference between being
and doing is remarkably overlooked
and sheds light upon the degree of our
oblivion. The choice between
exercising our routine and being
extraordinary inspires the progression
of our personal transformation. Being
is a culmination of our senses,
instincts, thoughts, feelings and
intuition. Who we are being is an
essential art form to which we are all
gifted. It is the manifestation of our
soul in life.

the spell of social reality. Our quest for
creativity, healing, fulfillment and
purpose begins with us. We must
embrace and illuminate the shadows
within to transform ourselves.
The Illusion of Enlightenment:
Social reality does not empower,
encourage or support our education of
and exercise in being. Our experience
of being has been distorted and
manipulated into a life of sensing and
thinking. Authentic being is a vital
distinction between linear and multidimensional existence. We have been
conditioned to believe that
enlightenment is something we work
towards to be achieved “someday.” We
are already enlightened. We must free
ourselves from the social programming
that has compromised our authentic
being. The true measure of our
universal energy is negated when we
choose to believe more in who the
world makes us and less in who we are.

Dimensions of Life:
Our being is four dimensional. The
body and mind are obvious necessities
that allow us to interact with social
reality. Our heart produces a powerful
electromagnetic essence that expands
well beyond our physical awareness. It
emits an infinite, universal energy. Our
soul is the source of our life force and
conveys it through the dimensions of
our chakra system. Our chakras
distribute this energy for our daily
experience. The nature of the energy
that emanates from our chakras is
defined by who we choose to be. The
equilibrium between our soul, heart,
mind and body is vital in establishing
our relatedness with the universe.

“Energy is not produced from what
we do, it is created by who we are.”

Torus of Energy:
Each of us has an energetic field called
a “torus.” It circulates energy
continuously from the center of our
being where our soul, heart, mind and
body unite. Like the inhale and exhale
of our conscious breath, it radiates and
recycles energy in an eternal ebb and
flow. Our chakra system operates in
synergy with the energy currents of the
universe. It is the sustenance of our life

The Art of Being:
Being is an act of personal creativity.
In contemporary society, its very
nature is revolutionary. It is the only
way for us to become an expression of
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Everything we have been, are and will
ever be is the realization of our
conscious energy.

force. It is also the source of our
creativity and its realization. Our torus
is a vessel for the expansion and
expression of our consciousness. As we
become aware of and interactive with
it, our conscious energy transforms our
experience of being.

“We are not a reflection of society, we
are an expression of the universe.”

Illumination:

IN THE LIGHT OF WORLD
TRUTH

Our consciousness empowers our
energetic experience. Our energy is not
central nor exclusive to the standards
of our common sense and
institutionalized intellect. We tire and
contract illness when we are motivated
and seduced by social opposition. We
are so much more than we are
conditioned to believe. When we apply
all elements of our being, we generate
an infinite source of energy. It is an
essential necessity to enlighten our
emotions and live from our intuition.
We are four-dimensional beings who
have the inherent potential to
illuminate ourselves and our social
environment. We are everything we
will ever need.

The Eternal Oneness of All Things, The
Christ Consciousness Mind, lives and
breathes within each one of us as the
pure principle of true survival for the
saving of mankind. Each heart is the
crucible, empowered by Love in its
purest form, patiently waiting for
recognition from its owner, aligned by
the Light of Truth and its unbounded
Joyfulness and Presence.

The Source:
The universe consists entirely of
energy. How we receive, transform and
express it determines its measure,
nature and purpose. The awareness we
have of our personal energy allows us
to access, focus and produce it
appropriate to our need. We are not
emulators. We are creators. We are
biological and spiritual
superconductors who generate massive
amounts of energy. Intuition is the
only way through which we may
manifest our fulfillment. Our destiny is
our extraordinary capacity to be an
energetic river of universal possibility.

Each soul enshrines the potential for a
perfection which is un-measurable, yet
remains the guiding principle for
reconciliation with the One Eternal
Mind. The actions taken toward the
realisation of enlightenment, are the
gifts of the journey, made possible by
the willingness of the Soul to mentor
for the Spirit, in each individual case.
So step joyfully over the stones and
boulders of circumstance. You create
the form, the light and the dark, the
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texture and colours for your
performance on the world stage, at this
particular and extremely auspicious
time in the history of mankind.

the present outgrown third dimension,
to the fifth, sixth and onward, reaching
ever higher towards the Eternal Mind
of One.

Be Joyful.

Be therefore mindful, live it, be it,
show it, it is your badge of courage, the
best virus we can embrace. Composed
of Love, Joy, Compassion,
Understanding, Patience, Forgiveness,
Openness, Freedom, Simplicity,
Tenderness, Healing, Inspiration, and
Surrender, and all the attributes that
come to mind to lift and enfold you.

All is a continuous wave formation like
interweaving rivers of coloured light,
as the billions of souls interact with
each other and their environments. No
one is more special than any other.
The mundane emotions are
transformed into higher octave
humming vibrations, creating an echo
of the music of the spheres, yet here on
Earth, interwoven with the Nature you
all know and love. Everything is
connected and has its rightful place in
the scheme of things present, rolling
over into the dictates of the future not
yet born until you create them.

Blessings on this day.
©Geraldine Sherborne
Channelled Readings
www.higherselfguidance.co.uk

Petaltone Essences
Journey of Discovery
By David Eastoe

The waking of humanity has been in
progress for many thousands of years.
Now as we near the final epoch of the
Earth name, out of the era of
separation into the Oneness of All
Things, there is the final
transformation to the world we truly
desire for ourselves being manifested
daily. Slowly but surely, inch by inch,
overcoming all obstacles as a vast
colourful Tsunami, which is of itself
the crescendo and turning point from

In 1993 during research in Somerset
UK, I discovered how you could clear
the energies in a room using a flower
based energy essence. At the same
time, you could also clear your own
chakras/aura and feel revitalised. At
this time, no one had yet come up with
8

Findhorn Press and translated into 9
languages, and endorsed the use of
Petaltones for clearing negative
energies.

the idea of a space clearing and aura
essence that could be sprayed into the
environment, so this was a first, and I
carried out extensive tests in very real
situations, with the helpful assistance
of people like Judy Hall, Victor Simms
(W.D.S. /Healing Computers), Nina
Ashby. I never took my own remedies
seriously until they had been checked
out and proven in difficult test
situations. In those days we were all
trying out and testing each other’s
things, I was a guinea pig for Victor’s
healing computers (which were very
good by the way), and was often round
at Judy’s trying out things. Victor
helped me to identify the energy vortex
created by using our essence called
‘Z14’, which clears 14 levels of the
Etheric.

As a result people all over the world
now benefit from being able to have
control over their energy environment
and over their own aura. If you are
sensitive, then you will know how
much this means to many people.
The idea of applying energy essences
via evaporation to the chakras directly
from the hands came to me from Fred
Jansen of the Nederlands, and I
developed that from his basic ideas
into what we have today.
As a rule, when people start doing
flower essences or oils or whatever,
they will simply replicate the work of
other essence makers, but I have
always sought to find new and
different ways to make, use and benefit
from essences, taking the requisite
large amounts of time and energy
focus required to move forward on a
unique path of discovery, and all I can
say is that this has been incredibly
worthwhile and continues to be so
right to the present moment.

Living in the UK it is easy to find
places that need clearing: we live in a
country with a massive history of
traumatic events (wars, invasions,
witch trials, persecutions, oppressive
regimes- all of which leave their energy
behind) and so various persons
gathered in various energetically
dubious spaces and discovered that
yes, we could make a very noticeable
difference, such that could be noticed
not just by energy sensitive individuals
but also by those who would not have
expected to see the difference at all.

Since creating the first sprayed
essences for Space Clearing I then
went on to discover ‘Astral Clear’ that
can achieve clearing by use in a
vaporiser, we used to use the candle
power ones, but now we have these
amazing cold steam vaporisers and
Astral Clear works very well in these
too. Just a few drops is needed each
time, and the vaporisers can be kept
running day and night if necessary.

Thus was born the well-known
Petaltone Essences that have
developed since then to the present
day, adding new developments and
pushing back the frontiers of discovery
every year. ‘Crystal Clear’ is still a very
popular product right now. Judy Hall
wrote her book ‘The Art of Psychic
Protection’ which was published by
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by following the You Tube links at
www.petaltone.co.uk/information, or
by putting my name into a search on
you Tube.

Many people have now taken up the
idea of spraying essences, but I must
point out that Petaltones are still sold
in concentrated form, so you add just a
few drops to your own good size spray
bottle that can cover some space in
your room. (too small a spray bottle
will not effectively space clear a room)
Once diluted, any essence when mixed
with water will only be effective for a
few days as there is no preserving
agent present, so we advise mixing a
fresh batch every day or so.

I have also worked hard to develop a
series of essences beginning with
‘Power Shield’ that help to protect the
personal aura from unwanted energy
intrusions. Again, persons sensitive to
energies will appreciate that having
uninvited ‘guests’ in the aura can be
highly unpleasant at best and totally
disruptive at worse. The regular use of
such essences builds up protective
energy patterns that help to boundary
and contain what would otherwise be
open to intrusion.
This is a good place to begin with
learning how boundaries can be
created in the aura that will effectively
define your own space. We have quite a
large selection of Protection essences
now.

Of course, the other wonderful thing
discovered was that Crystal Clear and
Astral Clear would cleanse crystals
from negative energies also, and as I
had experienced living in a houseful of
crystals and the bath tub being taken
up for 24 hour soaking in saltwater
sessions, so this was a great discovery.
Crystal Clear works by soaking crystals
for 30 mins in water with a few drops
added, and Astral Clear can be used
from the hands directly, or a clear
quartz can be programmed to send the
Astral Clear to all the other crystals,
then a few drops of the essence placed
on the receptive end of the crystal,
place it amongst the others and stand
back and watch!

Once you get a taste for that, we do
now have a workshop weekend on
offer that teaches various aura
boundary techniques together with use
of essences, so that you can live your
life without becoming a victim of over
sensitivity, and so that you can
continue to treat your clients (if you
have these) without absorbing all their
entities and negativity or dis-ease.
These weekends go under the heading
‘Petaltone Guide’ Training, because the
idea is that you might like to pass on
what you learn to others too, and begin
to dispel the large knowledge gap that
has been create by years of incomplete
training that has been going on, with
techniques taught but no protection or
insufficient being learned.

Short Video Demo’s of how these
things are done can be may be found
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energy that is compatible, and a special
method allows the energy to build to a
powerful level, resulting in some very
useful essences such as Shungite and
Black Amber, both of these effective
against EMF’s and other forms of
energy intrusion. At time of writing we
have 10 of these different Mineral
essences available.

(We receive a constant flow, a large
number of enquiries from practitioners
of all kinds including Reiki and Crystal
Healing, who have not learned how to
be protected whilst working, and who
have suffered very badly as a result,
often becoming ‘infested’ with entities,
or depleted and sick).
A fascinating recent discovery has been
to make essences in a special dilution
that can be applied 2 or 3 times in
quick succession, (via evaporation)
thereby building up deeper and deeper
layers into your energy, which is rather
useful and looks set to be a bit of a
game changer when it comes to how
we administer Treatments. We have on
offer a small number of essences
configured specially for this, however it
is also possible to create almost any of
our range of nearly 200 essences in a
‘Layered Application’ format on
request.

By the way, we don’t give out info
regarding our ‘recipes’ and methods,
mostly because we do not wish to be
exploited by big companies and also
quite simply because our Guidance
tells us not to, so please don’t write to
ask. If you are interested enough you
can follow your own path of
exploration and discovery, and build a
rapport with the plant and mineral
kingdoms that allows such things to
take place. I have personally been
exploring and learning spiritual energy
techniques since the early 70’s so have
a lot to bring to bear when it comes to
working making an essence.
EMF Protection

Judy Hall has recently approached me
about making essences from some of
the widely used Minerals and Crystals,
and the resulting ‘Petaltone Organic
Mineral Essences’ are really
extraordinary. Instead of making these
the same way that other folks have
done gem elixirs, we have come up
with a truly unique way, in which the
Mineral is combined with a plant

One of the most difficult energy issues
that many now face is the continual
and endless bombardment 24/7 by
‘Electro Magnetic Frequencies’ or
EMF’s. For those who are sensitive,
these present a nightmare with no
obvious solution, and we get a number
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of calls and emails from those thus
affected.

combinations that work well against
EMF’s and also psychic intrusions too.

Problem is, there is no law against
completely frying a person with
microwaves in their own home without
their permission, and this is exactly
what is happening to a greater and
greater degree.
Living in a rural area we only have a
single phone mast to contend with, and
this is not that close, but when in the
city, you can look out of your window
and see at least a dozen public
transmitters all of them affecting your
room, that’s before you factor in the wi
fi of those above, below and on either
side of you. You can purchase an App
now that will allow you to see how
many of these there are, what kind,
and what the overall level of
contamination is. Personally I could
not live in that environment, but there
are very large numbers of people who
have literally no choice, with restricted
incomes not allowing a house/flat
move, and now the dreaded 5G which
is coming to a lamp post near you very
soon! Such persons are literally
suffering torture.

EMF’s are not about to go away any
time soon, conversely, they will
continue to develop and proliferate so
long as electricity flows along the
wires, and it is worthwhile getting to
know how you are going to be able to
cope with this going forward. There are
also a number of materials that are
becoming available that block the
signals getting through, so it is possible
to create a ‘Faraday Cage’ around a
room that basically keeps out
microwave frequencies altogether.

Judy Hall has been very good at
coming up with Mineral + Petaltone
recipes that help to mitigate this effect.
She has written about this extensively
in her books, so I would advise
checking her material out,
(www.judyhall.co.uk) and we have also
published a short Petaltone book titled
‘Petaltones for Crystal Healers’
available on Amazon Kindle (or as a
Pdf download on request from
petatone.co.uk) in which we explore
some of the more frequently used

I jokingly suggested that a great
business idea would be to start a
restaurant or space in the city where
there were no signals, so that people
could go and sit and be away from
them, and guess what? A friend in
Brighton said that this has been done
in fact, so look out for these ‘quiet
spaces’, and if you are an entrepreneur,
create one.. it might just take off! Of
course the other benefit of such a space
is that people inside it actually talk to
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each other, rather than gazing at their
phones.

more easily on Facebook (!) where he
posts a lot of nice stuff.)

Petaltones also offers an EMF
Protection Set, 6 essences that can help
with this issue.

I didn’t really quite get this idea until
one day I saw an example right in our
back yard. Buzzards live in Somerset
but not near us, because we had a
Rookery in nearby trees that was rarely
quiet, and Buzzards can’t live near
Rooks. So one day when the Rooks
disappeared and the Buzzards started
nesting we did wonder why. The
reason was interesting indeed: it was
because the guy in the next plot had
stopped keeping chickens. ?? you may
well ask what on earth? Well it’s
simple. The Rooks used the chicken
yard as their breakfast café, and when
the food disappeared they went off
someplace else instead. This meant
that the buzzards were no longer
intimidated by them so were able to
move in and quickly occupied the
space.

Going back to the early days of mobile
phones we once had to move our office
because a nearby church installed a
phone mast transmitter just 100 yards
away, (very Christian of you thanks a
lot!) and I literally could not work in
that space any longer. I did find
however that once leaving the space,
essences would be useful to rebuild my
energies after they had been affected
negatively, and that the soothing
effects would get me back to a normal
space in myself a lot quicker.
Using the recipes involving minerals
and essences however make being
around computers and phones far
more workable, and as these devices
are useful for our work, this is just as
well, as we are largely an online
presence these days, and the lack of
barriers worldwide make the web a
great place to work for us.

Now if I was to approach the Chicken
man and say hey, Bill, thanks for
letting the Buzzards come live out the
back here, he would probably had
though I was nuts, but in reality that is
exactly what had happened. So where
does this chain of events stop? Perhaps
there is a reason why he stopped
having chickens. Perhaps it was
because the price of feed had gone up
again, and he thought it too costly to
keep them now? Maybe because the
local restaurant had stopped buying
his eggs because they found
somewhere cheaper to source them?
So maybe they were responsible for the
Buzzards coming back? ..
… . A wise comment on the TV Series
from Sweden ‘The Bridge’ the
character said that it was not possible

The worldwide web is truly an
interesting phenomena: it is surely a
physical manifestation of what we
already are on an energy level: an
interconnected whole. The Karmapa
Lama has said that not only are we all
interconnected, but that everything we
involve ourselves in results in
consequences far wider than we think.
An interesting point. (I sat with the
Karmapa Lama in mid 70’s Europe and
learned what I could whilst following
his tour around many countries, his
present incarnation can be followed
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interconnection to several developing
countries, for example the computer or
other device you read this on was
designed by Indians in San Francisco,
built by Chinese and Vietnamese, oh
and of course the software design was
probably created by people of the
Muslim faith (most best software
designers are from India and of
Muslim faith), so no need to get tetchy
about people’s religions either, because
we are deeply involved with all of
them.

to isolate just one cause or one person
responsible for an event. Very wise,
because we could see that one person
feeling guilty over their actions was
really not the whole picture, and
largely not necessary.

Anyone who has had their DNA
checked out will have found that they
are related to a great deal more than
the locals of the country of birth.
The oldest found Human remains
excavated and reckoned to be the
earliest settlers in the UK having
walked across the then existing land
bridge from the continent of nearby
Europe were discovered to be Very
dark skinned and hailing from central
Europe and Asia. Ideas of racism and
purity are not real at all, and can never
be real.

Now we recently found out that animal
feeds contain Soy and that Soy is often
sourced from Brazil where
unfortunately rainforests are destroyed
in order to grow it…so when I buy my
locally sourced free range hens eggs
that I can see the hens running around
every day and think I am being so
holistic, turns out that my hard earned
£1 is possibly sponsoring the ruination
of rain forest in Brazil, resulting in
climate change and quite possibly the
death of the Human Species
altogether!! If nothing else it is
ensuring that kids alive now will
inherit a ruined world! My goodness
and I thought I was being so careful…

The Karmapa Lama also said that the
mess we have gotten into has been
created not only by the powerful
leaders that we blame (often rightfully)
for most of it, but also by a very large
number of small erroneous actions by
a very large number of people, and that
the cure can therefore also be a very
large number of small positive actions
by a very large number of people, in
other words, what you do does make a
difference, and in fact looking at
politicians you can see that they are
not likely to be the ones to bring the
changes that we need, (as they are
obsessed with their own Solar Plexus

Globalisation is here to stay, we are
part of a Global Consciousness which
is currently manifesting as the World
Wide Web, and as world wide trade.
There is virtually no object you can
purchase which does not have
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chakras, power greed and money).
Currently the Prime Minister of the UK
is married to a major Arms Dealer, so
is obviously going to put the success of
those deals before all else on the
agenda. It’s therefore very much up to
us, so lets get on with it!!

depth, but the seeker can find a lot
more easily than once was the case.
We have the modern world to live in,
let’s make the most of what it has to
offer!
My Grandad was a sea captain on
ocean liners mostly plying the UK to
Australia and New Zealand routes,
from whence he famously once said
that they ruined Sydney ‘when they
built that damned bridge!” meaning of
course, the iconic Sydney Harbour
Bridge which stands now as a national
emblem almost. Check out pictures of
Sydney Cove before all that happened
and you can get a feel of what he was
on about, it was extremely beautiful…

I have seen a lot of changes in my
lifetime, growing up with the Beatles
on the transistor radio on the school
bus in the morning, and it would be
too easy to say that things were better
in the past. In reality some things were
of course, but many others not so. The
vast movement created during the 60’s
and 70’s by the Hippies and the Music
Scene did result in a great deal of
changes that have led to spirituality
being widely available, along with
wholefoods, and numerous
Therapeutic modalities including
Traditional Chinese medicine, Shiatsu,
Meditation, Yoga and the list goes on.
In 1970 when I looked for books and
info on spiritual matters, there was a
choice of half a dozen or so, and most
of those translations of Eastern texts
that made little sense to us, like the
Tibetan Book of the Dead for example.
Now the bookshops and Amazon are
crammed with titles that offer every
kind of approach, and true, many are
super entry-level stuff lacking in much

Everywhere was probably better before
they built it, but there you go, modern
‘progress’ is largely consumer
exploitation based so not surprisingly,
a lot is lost in the process. However, we
can never hark back to what was, and
the current struggles in some countries
including our own, over Brexit, seem to
be an attempt to turn back the clock to
what was before. There is no example
in history where such an attempt led to
anything worthwhile in the long run,
so it is probably better to look forward
not back, and see how changes can be
made for the best on that basis.
Petaltones attempts to keep abreast of
the times by continual development of
new essences, new workshops and new
approaches to address some of the
more difficult issues that we are all
faced with on an energy level in these
interesting times. We hope to be able
to help in some small way, as the
Karmapa Lama suggests, and create
some positive energy patterns and
15

seem to be calm and not bothered by
the noise of cars, trucks and people.
Then I began to think about what
could be learned by this. The swans
show up every year, no matter whether
all the cygnets survive or none survive.
They nest in the same spot or fairly
close by, no matter whether there is a
lot trash in the area or not. They
generally ignore what goes on around
them. A couple of years ago, one of the
cygnets died and remained on the edge
of the nesting area. It appeared that it
did not bother the nesting pair.

connections that move us in the right
direction, at least!
David Eastoe January 2019 Somerset
UK
www.petaltone.co.uk

Practicing Radical Ambiguity and
Radical Persistence
By Kathryn Samuelson

I used to go to a group in
Massachusetts called the Wellness
Roundtable. The person leading the
group on one occasion used the phrase
practicing radical ambiguity. It made
me think of a similar phrase—radical
persistence. I know that
anthropomorphizing animals is not
helpful in relating to them as it can
lead us astray deciding what animals
think or feel, but it seems to me that, in
a way, the nesting pair is practicing
both radical ambiguity and radical
persistence. They show up, they breed,
they raise the cygnets who survive, and
then they are gone for the winter. This
happens, seemingly, without any
assurance that either they or the
cygnets will have enough to eat or
survive. They appear to humans to do
it with calm, grace, poise, and
serenity—things that many of us strive
to live our lives in this way. They seem
to be self-assured and confident. They
seem to know their purpose and live it.

A pair of nesting swans has made a
pond their home for a number of years
now in the community I used to live in.
They nest at the side of the pond
closest to Main Street near the outflow
of the pond and close to a sidewalk.
Once they show up for the summer,
many people come by, talk, laugh, and
look at the swans. Traffic goes by
creating its own din. I thought about
this fact at one time. My first thought
was that it is surprising that the pair
would nest in a busier area of the pond
rather than a quieter area. Yet, they

Unfortunately, for many of us knowing
our purpose is difficult. We often go to
places of fear and worry rather than
practice radical ambiguity. It can also
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the Storm, says on page 87 that one
should breathe deeply into the belly for
10 to 15 minutes to come through an
emotional storm. It means, according
to him, that we move out of the middle
of the storm into calm when we bring
our attention downward, such as
imagining ourselves to be a tree in a
storm that does not sway with the
storm. He suggests that we do this
from a stable position such as sitting.

be easy to give up and stop trying to
reach a goal rather than practice
radical persistence. Rather than
trusting in ourselves and the process,
we give up trying to attain our dreams;
we give up pieces of ourselves. I
suppose that one of the things to be
learned is to know when to continue
with radical ambiguity and radical
persistence and when to understand
that it is time to change course, so to
speak.

Bringing our attention downwards can,
I think, help us move into that space of
being at peace with ambiguity and
away from the fear and anxiety that
ambiguity can create in us. And,
coming into that place of serenity can
allow us to continue our practice of
radical persistence in moving to a
place of healing and living our
purpose. Thich Nhat Hahn relates a
story on page 71 about the Buddha:

One of my own issues for quite a long
time has been learning to trust through
times of seeming insecurity, i.e.,
learning to live with ambiguity—
without assurance of the outcome that
I hope for, meanwhile persisting in the
goals that I have set for myself. One of
the things that my angels and guides
have told me is: “Breathe deeply.
Breathe slowly. You can breathe
through anything.” (This is one of the
meditations in my book, Opening the
Heart: Mediations on How to Be.) It is
a way to move through the fear to be
able to practice radical ambiguity and,
yes, radical persistence. It strikes me
that breathing in this way is a means to
be mindful, heartful. This is the
meditation image:

When the Buddha was very old, just
before he died, he said, “My dear
friends, my dear disciples, don’t take
refuge in anything outside of you. In
every one of us there is a very safe
island we can go to. Every time you go
home to that island with mindful
breathing, you create a space of
relaxation, concentration, and insight.
If you dwell on that island in yourself
with your mindful breathing, you are
safe. That is a place where you can take
refuge whenever you feel fearful,
uncertain, or confused.”
The question, then, is what are the
ways that we can live with radical
ambiguity and be able to continue
radical persistence? How can we work
through the fear, anxiety or stress that
keeps us from being able to live with

Thich Nhat Hanh, in his book Fear:
Essential Wisdom for Getting through
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anxiety, fear and stress as well as to
help you create fearlessness on
YouTube. This is the meditation
image:

ambiguity and to persevere? I am sure
that they can be different for everyone.
Meditation can help us move through
the storm of emotions somewhat
surprisingly by helping us to face them
while at the same time bringing
calmness to us. I also find that walking
helps me during those times that I am
stressed or worried. Another practice
could be combining practices. I
sometimes take a long walk and make
it a walking meditation for at least half
the walk. It is interesting concentrating
on where I am, the meditation, my
breathing, and feeling solidly in my
body. I usually feel very calm
afterwards. Naming our emotions can
also help us to face them and to move
through them. Naming them can also
help us avoid masking them with
depression or another emotional state.

I think that singing, chanting or toning
might be a technique that would be
successful for some people; after all we
are bundles of energy, with each of us
having an electromagnetic field. I
believe each of has a unique frequency
of our own. By becoming aware of or
“in tune” with our frequency we can, I
believe, ameliorate the effect of worry
and stress, to open ourselves up to
peace and trust.
A personal practice of mine in the past
has been to say the following to the
Great Mother during many
meditations:

One of the meditation texts that came
through to me for Opening the Heart:
Meditations on How to Be: “Dance
your body through life.” I think that
putting on music and dancing,
twirling, spinning, in other words
moving, can help us through those
storms and lead us to be able to cope
with ambiguity and to persevere.
Dancing or some other form of
movement such as yoga, Pilates or
whatever form of exercise calls to you
would be helpful, I think. You can find
yoga videos to help you deal with

I place myself in your hands and I trust
that you are providing me with
everything that I need and want at the
right time.
I tried to repeat this several times
during the day when I was feeling a bit
rocky and unsure. You can, of course,
change it to whatever name that you
call the Divine.
I read this quote by Soren Kierkegaard
on the White Feather Farm blog: “To
dare is to lose one’s footing
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Understanding Life Or

momentarily. Not to dare is to lose
oneself.” It occurred to me when I read
this that to dare is what is called for to
practice radical ambiguity and radical
persistence. The challenge is to breathe
deeply and trust through the risk.

Embracing It
By Michael Roads

I have begun to notice a shift in myself
through the various practices I have
done over time. One of my practices is
to help others find their way through
times when they need to practice
radical ambiguity and radical
persistence and to see possibilities.

What is the new? What is the old? Is
there really the new and the old? Or is
the new actually the old in new
clothing? Hmm . . . something to
ponder! We ask questions basically
because we want to understand. Yet do
we really want the Truth in our
answers, or do we just want a truth?
Something that is both acceptable and
easily understood. Take, for example,
the old biblical adage . . . the peace that
passes understanding. Do you
immediately want to understand this
statement? Or understand what peace
is? This is actually a very common
reaction in our left-brain dominant
world. The implication, however, is
very challenging for many people. You
can experience peace - I do - but you
cannot understand it. I do not! The
mind likes to understand, especially
when driven by a clever intellect. But
the mind cannot experience peace, it
can only be a witness to its presence.
So peace actually is beyond all
intellectual understanding . . .
although I doubt that the intellect fully
accepts or understands this!

Kathryn Samuelson, as an intuitive,
channels your angels and guides who
are delighted to connect with you, and
who are uniquely suited to answer your
questions and address your concerns.
She can receive information as to who
your angels and guides are, as well as
receiving information for you about
family, health, job and career, and life
path among other issues and concerns.
In her life coaching practice, she
welcomes all clients, but specializes in
helping those who are undergoing a
transition in their lives—whether it is a
move, a job or career change, a loss of
some type, or some other transition
issue. She was certified as a life coach
in 2007 by the University of New
Hampshire. She is the author of the
book called Opening the Heart:
Meditations on How to Be, which she
created with her friend, Linda Lewis.
For more information:
www.kathrynsamuelson.com,
klsamuelson@yahoo.com, or 781-7997332

Peace exists only in the moment;
understanding cannot be in the
moment. To understand we need to
think, and you cannot think your way
into the moment, only out of it. The
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moment is silent, peaceful, free. None
of this can be seized by the intellect
and understood, but the soul we are
can experience it. However, just as the
left hemisphere of the brain seeks to
understand information, the right
hemisphere embraces information.
This is the approach of conscious
intelligence, rather than the invariably
subconscious intellect.

What is the old? Attempting to
understand life, thus dragging the
query of the moment back into the past
in order to extract an understanding
from it. This is the path of more of the
same. Quite simply, this does not
work.

For me - and you need not accept this I am finding that understanding has a
less and less significant role to play on
our spiritual path. On our everyday life
path, yes, we need to understand. How
to drive, or work with computers, the
list is endless. But these paths are one,
you may protest. True, they are, but let
us consider this. The spiritual path
should be your every moment, but to
be on that path you are required to be
conscious in every moment, and we are
a humanity with about ninety percent
of people living subconsciously - less
than fully conscious. We all know that
you can be working or driving and the
mind is all over the place with worries,
ideas, frustrations, blame, a long list.
Is this the same path as being
consciously aware? Of course not. Each
have a very different expression unless
you are consciously living your
spirituality in every moment of your
day . . . and this is extremely rare!

Our whole system of education is
based on producing a clever product,
yet, as is so glaringly obvious, clever
holds hands with stupid. World politics
demonstrates this perfectly. Let me
explain this a bit more fully. When you
embrace information, you are taking it
into the space of intelligence. Trust is
also a part of this equation. From this
open, trusting embrace the deeper and
relevant details of the information will
merge into your consciousness,
enriching your life. When you seek to
understand, you will stay within the
boundaries and parameters of your
knowledge without expanding it,
rather than embracing and expanding
it into exciting new areas and
dimensions.

I get a fair number of questions to
which I mostly write short replies. I
confess, whether other people
understand or accept my reply is not
something I am attached to. Truth has
its own timing, and I am perfectly
content for people to find there own
timing, while possibly rejecting my
simple explanation. At the start of this
I wrote, what is the new? For me, an
expression of newness is to embrace
life rather than trying to understand it.

And as you read this are you trying to
understand my words, denying them
their truth, or are you smiling and
allowing it into your heart in an
uncluttered flow, knowing that timing
will reveal considerably more than you
have just read. This, dear friends, is the
path of intelligence.
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The World is your Drumming
Circle

prints. It is the unique beat that you
project!
The environment unconsciously moves
us with circadian rhythms of Mother
Nature. Her beat-pattern of summer,
fall, winter and spring gently guide our
moods. Her swing-like movements of
more and less sunlight, softly rock us
into compliance, as the days march on.

By Jill Mattson

The beat pattern of the rain speeds up
and calms down until it slackens to a
slight drip-drop. The brittle fall leaves
create precise rattle-sounds, rustling
and shaking like a tambourine. Yet, the
spring leaves birth fresh and soft
rhythms, as they wave in the beat of
the wind.

Shooting down from the sky are
invisible frequencies, below our
hearing range, originating from the
movements of the stars in the heavens,
combining with magnetic currents
from underground magna - deep
within the Earth. These multi-layered
waves combine with the rhythms of
our breath, circulation and heart beats.
Rhythms in close proximity “entrain”
and impact each other. We are a fluid
participant in the rhythms of Earth.

Invisible currents from animals
running, moving insects, wings
flapping overhead and even our own
footsteps provide our own personal
drumming circle. Just as we connect
with others by joining a drumming
circle and sharing the rhythm, nature
joins with us in our own individual
drumming circle.

We naturally sync with the energies
and rhythms around us – without any
conscious thought that this has
occurred. We submerse ourselves in
beat patterns of phone and internet
signals. We are in the center of a
drumming circle of cars impatiently
honking, fire sirens screaming, people
yelling and frantic hip hop sounds
pulsing out of phones. The brain
naturally looks for repeating patterns as we have evolved in nature and she
responds to such patterns of sound.
Man’s chaotic drumming without any

Our rhythms reflect who we are to a
larger extent than we ever imagined.
Our personality is reflected in our
personal rhythms: our gait of walking,
how fast or slow we speak and move,
and even our characteristic postures
with their unconscious
communications. In the Caribbean,
this signature rhythm is called your
tumbao; it is as unique as your finger
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CRIMINAL SEXUAL
MISCONDUCT IN A PREDATOR
CULTURE

pattern, tires the brain, producing
stress and draining our peace and
energy.
We are more connected than we ever
imagined to rhythms and beats, many
that we are unaware of. Our life pace
and our hearts reflect sounds from
within our bodies as well as from the
environment and the cosmos. This fall,
consider immersing yourself in
calming sound patterns. Our bodies
relax and restore with caresses of
nature’s healing drumming circles.

There are concrete reasons why so
many folks are ruled by their genitals.
While I agree that it is necessary for
perverts to be accountable for their
actions, isn’t our popular reaction to
the past year’s sensationalist exposures
of celebrity sexual deviance a bit like
having a war on poor people instead of
a war on poverty? Where is the
indictment of our culture? Our
religions? Our advertising?

Jill Mattson Bio
Jill Mattson is a prolific artist,
musician and writer. She is a widely
recognised expert and composer in the
field of Sound and Colour Healing.
Producing nine musical CD’s with
intriguing, magical tracks using
ancient and modern techniques, and
special healing frequencies to achieve
profound benefits.

Nature’s hardwiring of our
reproductive drives is so much to deal
with all by itself that it makes most
people's heads explode during puberty.
Having male equipment makes the job
even more difficult. It takes effort,
willpower, and proper training to
insure that harmlessly out-of-control
boys don't become harmfully out-ofcontrol men. Do the boys get that
training? No! They get training in
sexual repres-sion from our religions.
That training often leads to explosive
acting out. We also get constant sexual
hypnosis designed to sell us products.
The people behind these processes
know that they can use sex to push
buttons within us that are be-yond
most people’s conscious control. In
this way, advertisers get folks to buy
their products and ideas through
association with sexuality. Salesman
have used this approach powerfully
enough to convince people to do some

Jill presents new ways of approaching
health and everyday issues using the
benefits of sound and colour!
Free music and School of Sound
Healing at:
www.jillswingsoflight.com
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Many of these systemic malfunctions
are worldwide problems but, as is so
often true, America seems to be
leading the way. Do we really want to
be known as a nation that leads the
world in the prosecution of degenerate
individuals, while also leading the
world in perpetuating the degenerate
systems that produced those sick
individuals?

pretty bizarre things and purchase
some very bizarre products. The
residual effects of our con-stant
battering by these unhealthy
commercial sexual reference points
has led to social disaster.
So, what do we do? Do we try to cut off
the problem at its source? Do we attempt to uproot this systemic
manipulation of our minds by
prosecuting, or at least making effort
to change, the institutions responsible
for this negative brainwash-ing? No,
we seem to prefer the sensationalist
approach. It allows us to stay in de-nial
of our systemic shortcomings as well as
scapegoat our lack of personal
involvement in repairing those
shortcomings. We prefer to deny our
collective mal-functions by heaping
rage upon a few degenerates who have
been clumsy, evil, famous, and unlucky
enough to get picked out of the crowd.
In this way we can make believe that
the system is fine, and the real
problem is that someone has strayed
too far from it. Of course, everyone
must be responsible for their actions
and the actions of individual pervs are
not excusable. But in a much deeper
way, this sexual misconduct situation
resembles the war on drugs that we
fight against individual drug users
instead of addressing a drug culture
that has been spawned and fostered by
the pharmaceutical/medical industry.

As George Carlin often said, “We could
outlaw religion in this country and
most of these sexual crimes would
disappear within a generation or two—
but we don't have time for rational
solutions!” It may be easy to find fault
with this comedic approach. There are
a few aspects of Western religions that
do support gender equality. But it
sometimes becomes necessary to
exaggerate a point that is being
ignored just to get that point some
essential attention. It seems that our
predator culture reached that
“necessary to overstate” plateau a long
time ago where reli-gious sexual
repression and hypnotic sexual
advertising are concerned. Yet so many
similar essential messages continue to
fall on deaf ears in spite of their shock
value and humorous appeal. We
continue to ignore actual problems in
favor of employing manageable
scapegoats, alibis, and excuses. You
can hang every-one, from the most
severe Cosbys to the very mildest
Frankens. Hang them with the tightest
ropes, and from the highest trees you
can find. That’s a very under-standable
reaction. But treating a symptom never
cured a disease.
www.fearlesspuppy.info
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DEFINING SUCCESS

land and rejecting the concept of
money all together!

By Dean Fraser

5.
Buying a campervan to tour
Australia and write a travel vlog on the
way.
6.
Or any another entirely
personally inspired scenario that
nobody else might have yet even
thought of…
Ponder deeply as you focus your
attention on your perfect utopia, your
perfect vision of your own life as you
have always dreamed it ought to be.
And be honest with yourself here.

Choices
Always a choice…always a choice.
The concept of Success is incredibly
personal to each and every one of us.

There are no rules when it comes to
where our life can go and isn’t that
rather awesome? Nobody said
everyone’s ideal reality of success
needs to be the same…find yours and
that is what you aim to live!

Success being many things to many
people; you or I do need to be sure to
take the time to define just what being
successful means to us personally:

Success is in your hands, your life to
renew

1.
For some this will be doing
exactly what they love every day and
getting paid to do so, the actual
amount of money is irrelevant, so long
as they can pay their way, all is good.

Taking the action to live dreams
is down to you
KNOWING WHEN TO QUIT

2.
Others will think it terms of a
financially rich lifestyle, freedom to
perhaps travel or live somewhere they
always wished to. They perceive a rich
lifestyle for them isn’t necessarily
about literally possessing millions; it is
more about being able to comfortably
do everything they wish to and having
the freedom of choice.
3.
Or success can mean literally
having millions in the bank, ten
houses, a yacht in Monte Carlo,
helicopter, their own private island
and a Mercedes in every colour of the
rainbow.
4.
Alternatively, living off the grid
in a hand-crafted hut, surviving off the

Sometimes you have got to know when
to quit, turn away from that particular
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others the latent potential they always
possessed within themselves but didn’t
quite know how to apply in their day to
day life.

dream and close the chapter in the
most mutually beneficial way. Some
businesses have simply run their
course and the industry quite literally
no longer exists – a prime example of
this is the trade magazine business I
grew over fifteen years ago, the
emergence of the internet as most
traders’ primary source of purchasing
rendered paper trade publications
entirely obsolete.

CARE ABOUT IT!
Anyone who wants to experience
wellbeing beyond the mass collective
subconscious needs to passionately
care about their own wellbeing!
Cop-out thinking would have us not be
too bothered about where we are going
in life or passing over the
responsibility for our precious health
to some outside force like a doctor.

The same framework applies if we are
employed by someone else. If the
prospect of getting-up each morning is
kind of dreaded as it means yet
another day of doing something we fail
to buy-into or enjoy…then it’s time for
a long overdue career change. We will
get to this all- important subject a little
later in the chapter Finding Your
Talents on page 195. You might like to
carry on reading in the meantime,
rather than jumping ahead though, as
it won’t make too much sense without
first absorbing the information
between here and that future chapter.

Wellbeing comes from within.

E-COMMERCE

And to experience outrageous good
fortune requires us to actively
participate in the process. Or in other
words care enough to take
responsibility for our own happiness,
health and success!

As I have moved into full time writing
and talks, most of my business
interests these days are built around
the internet in one way or another.
E-shops and online bookstores reach
markets a high street shop or even
personal business website never could
– well not without spending a few
hundred thousand a year on
advertising. I write books, record audio
books and go out into the big wide
world to give talks - I focus on what I
love to do.

Not caring is unempowered. It is the
path of least resistance. Caring about
our own wellbeing requires us taking
absolute personal responsibility and
never blaming others for our own
learning curves along the way.
Caring requires self-discipline
and determination. The rewards
are immeasurable and personally
I would choose feeling
empowered over being a victim
any day.

I do appreciate how fortunate I am. I
get to make a difference in the
experience others have in their lives.
Yet I know in reality what I do is show
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The counter to this is transparency,
fairness, justice, equality, and mostly
kindness and compassion.

Choose to care…it is all about
YOU!
www.deanfrasercentral.com

Those politically or physically weaker
(traditionally women and children)
and those of a different race group to
the white European elite, are starting
to speak up and demand that their
voices are heard. Justice is the
liberation of all of our hearts.

The Light That Shines From
Within
By David Starlyte

When one person suffers, we all carry
that burden as a collective. The
collective unconsciousness of the world
is saying “enough is enough.”
Animals and nature too are also crying
out to be heard. Will we hear their
suffering and learn from their wisdom?
The domination of nature and its
animal souls is merely a continuation
of the suppression of those other than
the power-brokers and mostly male
elite class.

TV blaring the “false” news from across
the globe, social media screaming out
events of friends and workmates, text
messages bubbling over and missed
calls on mobile phones...to the sounds
of thunderous traffic outside, engines
blurring, honking – where is the
peace?

Yet, we are all involved in this
injustice.
Beyond the noise...

Is this life – how is it supposed to be?

Inside each person's life is a personal
bubble. It can be highly developed,
differentiated and with (hopefully)
strong and clear boundaries. Now for
the purposes of a visualisation, turn off
any digital devices, (phone, radio,
television) and imagine...

Who are “we” really in the midst of this
cacophony of distractions?
Traditionally narcissists, particularly
of the male variety have been rewarded
consistently for their hard-nosed
bullying, abuse (often sexual), control,
and fear-based suppression of others.
This control and domination is starting
to break down as seen by a series of
revelations coming out of the planet's
entertainment hub that is Hollywood.

You are sitting, or lying down in your
regular personal space. With your
mind, take yourself one step back and
visualise the building, house or
dwelling you're in, surrounded by your
village, town, or city.
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When in doubt, remember to sing the
song of the butterfly for “Nothing can
dim the light that shines from within.”
(Maya Angelou)

And then take another step further
away into the distance until you can
make out your country, and even
further away, continent. If you keep
going beyond, you will be see the whole
beautiful planet Earth, splendid
continents surrounded by oceans and
the polar ice-caps at the top and
bottom. This is your home. Rest and
abide in stillness, in compassion, in
understanding of the vastness and
complexity of all existence and how
magically inter-woven it all is.

If that seems utopian or dreamy,
simplify. A butterfly has to struggle to
emerge from being a chrysalis. The
struggle builds strength in its wings.
Once it can break through its cocoon,
its magical wings will allow it to fly. If
the chrysalis is unable to break
through the casing on its own, it will
shrivel and die. This is what is
happening now on an individual and
planetary level.

Now come back to your immediate
surroundings, contracting from greater
to smaller as you contain yourself more
and more into a single element
(personhood). Welcome back!

We are awakening. All of what is
happening has innate lessons and is
unfolding in just the right way to show
us something – to help us to learn, to
see things for how they are – to
understand.

To make sense of the world, creating a
personal space bubble that is elegant,
clean, peaceful, harmonious and
cheerful is essential.
The drama in the world represents
merely growing pains on a collective
level. Whether the suffering may seem
overwhelming, it is all a symphony that
is bringing us closer to awareness. It is
not to condone violence and
inhumanity to each other and cruelty
to animals and plant-life, it is just to
rise above the drama and see things
from a higher perspective.
We are all connected to the Oneness
that is life. We are not separate
although it seems we are. The whole is
deeper than the ocean, more endless
than the sky. Peace is in the harmony,
and in the infinite nature of the whole,
the perfect composition of different
elements.

Consciousness is rising. Gradually,
people are becoming increasingly
aware of the confusion, paradoxes,
corruption and deception inherent
within the system. The hierarchy that
is based on a pyramid of power is
becoming more tenuous as those in the
elite are having their reputations called
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In consciousness, we are whole and
complete. Keep honing this awareness,
and coming back to its purity and
simplicity. As a wellspring of
nourishment, it is this goodness that
sustains us.

into question. The greater the
transparency in all spheres of life, the
more we can understand, act with
wisdom and compassion, and create
better solutions for all of humanity.
Our Source is pure spirit, free, eternal,
peaceful, blissful, and inherently
creative. Remember what is was to be
birthed into the world, an innocent
child awakened to limitless
possibilities, creation and the joy of
being a child of God.

What is important to innate goodness?
What would innate goodness do now?
Simplify.
With sincere wishes and blessings of
goodness for all beings.

The rest is separation.

Nature Spirits & Humans
Conference 2019
By Caroline Sherwood

All our challenges come down to the
false perception that we are separate
from Source, that we are somehow
“not enough,” “less than,”
“incomplete,” “not worthy,” “not good
enough.”
We are not separate from Source. Look
within to see. Marcus Aurelius called
the inner world a “fountain of good.”
The musician Alanis Morissette writes:
“the truth of who we are is innate
goodness, and the whole journey is
really about removing any obstacle or
false belief that keeps us from knowing
that.”

The first ever of its kind, the conference
took place 10-12 May at Eastwood Hall
Hotel, near Nottingham. Organised by
Stephen
Roberts,
(obeying
an
unexpected
inner
instruction),
supported by a dedicated team, and
with the sponsorship of Weleda and the
Biodynamic Association, 150 people
gathered together from all over the
world to celebrate that the time has
come for Humans to acknowledge, and
act upon, their responsibility to cocreate with the Elementals and Nature
Spirits.
Marko Pogačnik, the renowned
Slovenian UNESCO artist for peace,
geomancer and master seer gave the
opening address in which he pointed
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worlds. This would be very helpful in
collaborating with the Earth changes
which herald a quantum leap in the
development to a New Age of peace in
which there is communication,
friendship and collaboration between
different worlds.

out that conference was occurring
within the ‘aura of Sherwood Forest’
which was a meeting point or chalice for
worlds to connect and harmonise.i He
said that what we would do and
dedicate during the conference would
help in recreating a deep bond with the
elemental kingdom and nature spirits:
‘I feel how they are listening to us,’ he
observed.

Tanis Helliwell left a demanding job
in the corporate world (having had to
keep hidden her innate mysticism,
apparent from childhood) to go to live
in a remote cottage in Co Mayo, Eire.
She discovered to her surprise that she
had moved in with a leprechaun and his
family who considered the cottage their
home (see her book, Summer with the
Leprechauns). She never looked back
and now teaches all over the world.
In her keynote address, Nature
Spirits Are Real, she showed us photos
of tiny beings of light (including
exquisite images of fairies).
Time was a theme which
recurred under a myriad of guises
during the weekend and Tanis drew
attention to how the 3D view is shaking
apart as we are drawn into higher
frequencies. Time is accelerating (as
many of us have felt and are feeling)
and we find ourselves ‘caught’ between
the old 3D view and the etheric and
astral dimensions. ‘The new reality is a
way of being and doing simultaneously,’
she said and, if we are open to the flow
of the changes, we will find time
sufficient for what needs to be done.
“We’ve learned not to see, but now is
the time to start seeing again,” and the
Nature Spirits really want this from us
– they are longing to co-operate, she
told us. Most importantly, by way of
preparation, we need to transform
ourselves (“We’re just a hologram – so
reprogramme the hologram.”) Tanis
has led trips to sacred sites worldwide
for 20+ years and her new book is The
High Beings of Hawaii: Encounters
with Mystical Ancestors.

Marko said that the bond with
patriarchal societies has been broken;
he has spent the last 30+ years working
on changing the paradigm and the
conference would provide another step
in ‘building up a new pattern – a new
matrix – of cooperation and
togetherness’. He went on to emphasize
that the conference offered a practical
opportunity to recognise the cooperation of all beings and to learn to
perceive and communicate with subtle
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Susan Raven (Nature Spirits: the
Remembrance: A Guide to the
Elemental Kingdom) opened Saturday
with her talk: Communicating and CoCreating with the Elemental World.
Susan’s gentle precision elegantly
weaves knowledge gleaned from cutting
edge new physics with her insights as a
long-term practitioner and teacher of
Rudolf Steiner’s work. She opened with
a meditation, where we were invited to
look around inside our head and clear
it; letting the clutter and obscurations
drop into the Earth, with the prayer,
“Please accept these uneasy offerings
and transform them with your grace
and return them to me as useful
thoughts and deeds.”
When Susan asked how she
could prepare best for the Conference,
she was (to her surprise) directed to go
a landfill site, which she managed to
access, sketchbook in hand, under the
guise of being a ‘student of industrial
art’. As she sat above the mountain of
rubbish being dumped by arriving
trucks, she extended her consciousness
with the thought of, ‘I love you. Thank
you for the enchantment into these
forms,’ to the nature spirits and
elementals bound in this way. She saw
that the beings in the detritus were so
shocked to experience a human being
loving them that they revealed to her a
‘wonderful process of stepped down
order’. She addressed the sleeping
Goddess of the Rubbish, and asked her,
‘What are you?’ ‘Mournful awaiting,’
came the response, ‘my self lies
lamenting on the ground – raise it.’
‘What are you to humans?’ Susan
continued. ‘A chronic epidemic of self
sabotage,’ came the tragic reply. The
Goddess of the Rubbish revealed the
urgent evolutionary necessity for
humans to raise a sense of worthiness
from within.
Susan lives in the wilds of mid
Wales and with a group recently she
discovered the positive relationship we
could establish with the Elementals of

wind turbines, who communicated,
‘Whatever you’re doing, we want to be
part of it’.
Rudolf Steiner said that during
these times certain Nature Spirits are
retreating and we humans have to take
over. There is a need for many paths as
the spirit world is so vast. Susan said we
should take heart that ideas such as the
Law of Attraction, ‘Create your own
Reality’, and that thoughts create things
are becoming accepted into the
collective mind. She keeps up with the
new physics and pointed out that
people who would be averse to talking
about gnomes might be interested if
you mentioned sub quantum kinetics or
an etheron particle! In fact, it would be
accurate to compare gnomes with
‘gravitons’ (Rudolf Steiner did say that
gnomes are responsible for holding the
gravity). In this modern world there is a
gap between the realm of Angels and
Scientism: it is our work, Susan,
recommends, to explore and connect
that gap.
She recommended working (as
she has done) with Rudolf Steiner’s six
steps of inner development. Step 3 is
that of pure feeling and it is this we need
to summon (having quietened the will),
in order to communicate with Nature
Spirits, for it is this they read, rather
than our thoughts. Susan described us
humans as “Clumsy giants sending out
sprays of colour and music and much
drama,’ but “Nature Spirits can read
our souls like a book.” They both love us
and are afraid of us.
Although we appear to live in a
time of great problems, Susan pointed
out that when great problems are
created,
simultaneously
brilliant
solutions are created with them, but
these are often suppressed. We need to
develop ourselves to be ‘instruments of
diagnosis’ so that we can perceive and
act upon the solutions which are known
in the realms of Angels and Nature
Spirits.
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She works a lot with the Spirit of Place
(genus loci) and offered a three step test
to ascertain whether or not what
appears is trustworthy:
1. Try to change the image; if it is
true it snaps back to the original,
if it’s false, it diffuses.
2. Follow the mood of the being.
Ask it, ‘What’s your mood’. False
presentations don’t like being
questioned in this way.
3. Ask yourself, ‘Is this message
giving or taking energy?’ Fantasy
and feverish excitement takes
energy.
In her studies with biodynamic
researcher, Dorian Schmidt, Susan
works with a group for the healing of
tree diseases – by communicating with
the fungus, the pathogen and the
disease itself. Her research/healing
group has found that the disease has ‘a
clear purpose about it’ (‘we fill the space
you leave behind.’) They have also
found that these diseases result from
the stress caused to trees from
processing human emotion (lying in the
case of Ash, and sorrow in the case of
Oak). It is significant, Susan reminded
us, that Dorothy Maclean recorded that
‘with pure thoughts and feelings you
could have a disease-free garden’.

standing behind us – they can look
through us to our potential, and they
are confused by the mismatch between
that and what we are currently
demonstrating! We need to become
sensitive to the future-focused element
of our language and to how we hear,
and so it is very helpful when we listen
‘behind what others’ say, as they ‘clear
the mirror for us’. The Elementals can
also teach us a lot about this.
The Elementals are masters of
Time, rhythm and speed, Karsten
explained. ‘Many of our social problems
are problems of speed,’ he pointed out;
moreover communities need to find the
right speed. During his speech I often
reflected how useful it would be if he
could teach some of his knowledge to
our politicians! Crucially, ‘If I can find
the right speed for myself, I am in
harmony with the Elementals,’ Karsten
declared. This resonates with people
saying that trees often don’t take any
notice of humans, because they simply
move too fast. Secondly, it is crucial,
Karsten went on to say, to be sensitive
to the speed(s) at which things need to
happen: ‘If I proceed at the right speed,
the future will come to meet me.’ ‘The
Elementals are dependent on us finding
the right speed,’ he said. Otherwise, we
get ill.
According to Karsten, the
Elements have two key tasks for us: 1)
to really care for ourselves and our
bodies and 2) to protect our destiny.
Everything we do is written into the
Earth: we see our own footprint just
before birth and can see our previous
death. Our Body Elemental waits at that
place for a new impulse from the
spiritual world; only knowing our past,
it waits with interest to see what we will
bring from the spiritual world into our
new incarnation. These are the
questions we need to ask:
Who am I?
What should I be doing?
What is my task?

Karsten Massei’s new book is called
The School of the Elementals and he
wanted to convey to us how elementals
see us and that they also have questions
and challenges for us. Many ideas we
receive, he pointed out, could actually
come from elsewhere (including from
the Elementals). When we manage to
overcome obstacles, transforming ‘No’
to ‘Yes’ the Elementals love it – they ‘lap
it up like honey’.
He emphasized how important
each of us is for the Earth as we all bring
something unique, but we are still as
little children in discovering exactly
what that unique gift is. Often, when the
Elementals perceive us, they are
looking at the future person that is
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We can discuss all this with the
Elementals, Karsten said. They love
these kind of questions!
If a human being can connect with
his/her original impulse, this helps the
Elementals too. This kind of
questioning, which is even more
important than the answers, creates a
bridge into the spirit world. The
questions are answered throughout life
and this is not an intellectual process.
The Elementals have had to learn
patience (which does not come
naturally to them) with our ways. They
don’t understand our sense of
individual freedom and need continual
instruction in this.
Karsten alluded to two principle
groups of beings: Beings of Nature and
beings who work with human beings,
such as house spirits, garden fairies and
school beings (who safeguard another
being while it is asleep). He referred to
Pan, who gives every Elemental being
its task and timing and observes
humans deeply, saying, ‘I’m looking for
the child.’
One of Karsten’s main areas of
concern is how we can develop social
forms to allow each member of society
to share their unique gifts. We need to
ask, ‘What is the potential of the
community?’ He commented that
often, ‘we’re not able to perceive what is
actually happening in a good
conversation.’
He explained to us that he had
lived many lifetimes under the
repression of authoritarianism and
oppression: he knows all the forms of
power play; both as perpetrator and as
victim (they live in his bones and his
blood). The time has come, he says, to
ask what can replace this struggle. Now
the most effective spiritual impulses
will be carried by communities: it is
time to abandon old social structures.
“The person fighting alone can no
longer exist,” Karsten told us.
The Elementals are longing to
see what humans are creating together

socially; in observing us in this, they are
learning to develop their own freedom.
This is new for them, and ‘the
Elementals are growing fat on it,’
Karsten said.
The most important question is
– ‘How do we make a decision together?
The most important step is meditation.
‘What occurs between the question and
me?’ Karsten asked. The solution will
arise through sharing, but the process
happens in stages and needs time. So,
having asked the question and
meditated together, it is necessary then
to go away and notice what occurs in
the meantime. When the group
reconvenes, share what has happened.
Then, it will be possible to reach a
trustworthy solution. Decisions made
too quickly have bad consequences.

Karsten, Marko and Tanis
Workshops took place on Saturday
afternoon. As soon as I heard that it was
an option to join Marko Pogačnik’s
group, I signed up. This was the only
event at which I did not take notes, as I
wanted to give my full attention to it.
Here is a retrospective very brief
summary of what occurred: Marko is
adept at recognising the geomantic
significance of landscapes and he had
identified a ‘gateway’ formed between
two trees, right opposite the entrance to
the manor house which is now a hotel
where our conference was being held.
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He then led us to a temple
structure, formed by four trees which
together stood for Maiden, Mother and
Crone and the four seasons. However,
he pointed out to us, the Spring-time
tree had been cut off from the two Oaks
of Summer and the ancient Yew of
Winter: the natural temple was
fractured by iron railings and one of the
roads which give access to the front of
the hotel. Marko has received from the
Elementals a wonderful system of
symbolic gestures called Gaia Touch
(see his book, The Universe of the
Human Body) and he taught us a
sequence of gestures designed to break
collectively imprinted patterns, burn up
the energy and allow for restructuring
in wholesome fashion.
Our
civilisation
(gathering
momentum from as long ago as 5,000
BC and now at crisis point), Marko says,
has effectively cut us off energetically
above the head and at the knees. One of
the function of his work is to restore our
energy systems to the full range of
optimal functioning, in harmony with
that of the planet. Most wondrously for
me, he then showed us a tree who had
an inhabiting Ent. I had not realised
that these creatures, celebrated by
Tolkien, were real and still among us.
Marko told us that Ent-inhabited trees
are not that usual and that the Ents
(who came here from another star, and
retain their connection to their star of
origin) will come into powerful service
in helping our Earth through a very
challenging time in the future.
From there, we were taken to
meet a very large tree trunk, left after
the tree had died and been felled, and
which had drawn attention to itself
when Marko was surveying the
grounds, by saying – ‘Hey, I have
something I can show’. This particular
tree’s teaching was to enable us to trace
in our minds the ‘journey’ of the tree’s
energy which continued on into what
Marko called ‘tree Heaven’ after it had
been felled. This allowed me to see the

entire life cycle of this tree from tiny
seed, through sapling and mature tree
and on into and beyond its death simultaneously.
After that, we gathered at a very
special ‘Dragon’ tree (a Hornbeam)
where Marko talked to us extensively of
the esoteric and real nature of dragons.
We finished by practising
walking slowly among a grove of Yews,
connected to chakra points below our
feet with points of red, and then with
points of white above the crown; linking
Earth and Cosmos as we walked.
Summary of other workshops
(very briefly summarised from
reports by an attending member
of the group):
Susan Raven’s took place in the
Weleda garden where she introduced
the group to the value of ritual and led
them in the performance of a simple
ritual to assist the nature spirits and
elementals.

Claire Hattersley and Michael
Bate led a workshop entitled How to
Attract Nature Spirits into your
Garden; introducing the principles of
biodynamics, and showing how to
prepare Horn Manure 500 and Horn
Silica 501 for use in the garden.
Tanis Helliwell invited each of her
group to choose an Angel card. She
taught a meditation to release
blockages and led the group in finding
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Julie Bowman, founder of Lotus
Holistic Essences gave her talk
Elemental Gifts from the Sea,
illustrated with pictures of a colourful
array of seaweeds found in various
parts of the UK, Ireland and the Canary
Islands.

an Elemental who wanted to work with
each of them.

Glennie Kindred led Walking with
Trees; beginning with a Copper Beech
and a Hornbeam. She had brought each
of her workshop participants a
medallion fashioned from wood.
Karsten Massei’s workshop took
place in the Weleda garden where he
had spoken to the High Elementals
there and they had been waiting for
those who had eyes to see. Everyone
worked alone and Karsten had said how
a Water Being had shown him the
‘landscape of his own soul’ through
colour. One Elemental (of a Hawthorn)
was related to the mission of the
Weleda field.

A former nurse, Julie left
mainstream medicine to train with a
number of energy healers, including
Claire Harvey, whose grandmother was
taught by Dr Edward Bach himself.
She began by distinguishing
between
homeopathic
medicines,
herbal tinctures and essences. In the
latter, she just places the water, flowers
and/or crystals together and ‘the Beings
do the work’. “Essences are about a
voyage of self-discovery…I talk on
behalf of that world and I honour that
world and they support me.”
Julie is very generous in
acknowledging the work of others and
their influence on hers and mentioned
Karen Reid (Rainbows End Essences
and creator of Rainbow Dragon
Essences)
and
Helen
Ward
(astrophysicist, astrologer and creator
of Star Essences).
Julie’s Lotus Holistic range
includes a combination of plant, flower,
gem and seaweed essences, to be used

On Sunday morning at 07:30 Marko
Pogačnik led an unscheduled session
of Gaia Touch exercises for the
considerable group of us who had
expressed interest.
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to enhance the vitality of the
environment. Julie loves to give these
away and has sent over 2000 bottles of
her Sea Essences worldwide. When I
received mine, I put it down the sink,
down the hand basin, down the bath,
into the loo, the drains and the compost
heap (having dowsed first for how many
drops to use). She has also created a
Helping Hands essence which is her
‘rescue remedy’ and she sent many
bottles of this for use by the
Homeopaths Support Grenfell group
working with survivors of the Grenfell
Tower fire.

humans and the elemental world make
concordance,” Marko told us joyfully.
We are building a new civilisation: Gaia
Culture. This is the basis for a new
system, where love is recognised as the
ordering principle and a vertical
(hierarchical) connection is replaced
with a horizontal one.
On the last evening of the
conference, due to local water board
repairs, the hotel water supply turned
brown and dribbled to a stop. This brief
loss of water affected the conference
strongly – we all recognised it to be a
communication from the water
elementals not to take them from
granted and Marko said it was an
urgent call to change.
In 1997 he had a dream in
Šempas, Slovenia in which people were
running and he was shouting “this
reality doesn’t exist anymore – it’s only
a memory”. Over 2000 years ago Christ
and Sophia initiated Earth changes,
says Marko, which are coming to be
now. Marko reminded us that so-called
objective rationality was an 18th century
academic invention. “We are living on
Divine Grace – all that you see around
you doesn’t exist anymore.” But, he
hastens to add that this is nothing to
fear: it is just “a normal quantum leap
in the development of a planet”. “We
are going down now,” he said, “but we
are Elemental Beings and we have
Dragons in our tummy!”
We need to stop investing money
in
irrelevant
environmental
adjustments and new schemes, says
Marko, and rather turn our attention to
changing our consciousness and
attitude. One of his significant
contributions has been his Language of
Cosmograms – the sacred geometry
which he carves into stone structures
which are placed at specific points on
the Earth. These cosmograms feature
number and symbolic figures which can
be recognised by beings from other
dimensions. The task is to receive pure

The Human Being’s Elemental
Self and our Co-Creative Role in
the Earth’s Evolution was the title
of Marko Pogačnik’s closing talk. He
began by addressing us as “My dear
Elemental Beings and Nature Spirits,”
pointing out that each of us (like every
organism, tree and even car) has an
Elemental being which moves in the
watery dimension of the body. We are
99% animal, he also reminded us,
which has helped Gaia to develop her
material nature. We are here because
we are interested in the development of
the universe, of Earth and of the
cosmos. “Seeking connection to the
elemental world is an illusion,” Marko
said, “because human beings are
already part of the elemental world.”
He declared the conference to be
an historical moment: “This is not a
conference about elementals and
nature spirits, but is a conference of the
elementals in conjunction with a
pantheon of all beings,” connecting us
to devas, fairies, the Sidhe, whales,
dolphins and Ents; as well as to the
primeval powers of creation embodied
in dragons (which are also at the heart
of each atom) and giants (who move the
continental plates).
“The Big Bang happens all the
time,” Marko affirmed, and, as humans,
we embody all these levels of creation.
“We come now to the point where
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vibration and to form from it rational,
logical, formulated sentences. Going
beyond the limits of the senses, we
enter a world of images, colour and
sounds, allowing access to the
multidimensional.
“We are entering a Paradise…we
are multiplying Gaia’s cosmos and
beauty.” Human beings have the
unique ability, developed over ten
million years, to connect all twelve
dimensions: this is our task and
responsibility.
Groups
working
together will allow Gaia to transform
without cataclysm. Marko affirmed in
his closing remarks that, “As a
community of equals, we’ll be able to
master the enormous challenges
coming.” “This convention has a special
importance for the elemental world,” he
confirmed.

By Jan Stewart
Dew Essences
Dew has long been thought to have
rejuvenating qualities with anti-ageing
properties. Today it is mechanically
processed in countries such as
Indonesia to provide drinking water
which has been proven to have health
benefits for mice. Dew, therefore, has
real potential as a ready-made essence.

It can be collected after warm, clear,
still nights. Soon after dawn, the air
will have passed over cold surfaces,
cooled down and deposited its
condensed water content on them as
small drops. It is probably most easily
gathered from large individual flowers.
The usual advice is to soak drops into a
thin sterile cloth, such as a cotton
handkerchief, then wring it out. My
experience is that this loses more
drops than it gains. Sometimes you
can shake the flowers into a container
such as an wide-topped jug. My own
preference is to gather drops
individually with a pipette and place
then straight into a small bottle. The
approach is painstaking but less likely
to disturb the surrounding blooms.

The next conference is planned for
2021
https://www.naturespiritsconfer
ence.com/
1
First recorded in the 10th century, the area
of the forest bears evidence of activity
since the late Iron Age.
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and this is the signature of Foggy Dew
essence.

Once half full, brandy or similar
preservative can be added to create the
Mother Essence.

Jan Stewart

Some readers may wonder whether
10ml of Mother Essence is really worth
the effort. However, 10ml contains
200 drops. Traditionally, this creates
100 X 10ml stock bottles, each of
which will typically provide a client
with 100 treatments. Additionally, this
will be a very special essence created
by nature itself.

Books and Book Reviews

Those wanting to try a dew essence
might be interested in my own Foggy
Dew. The drops for this essence were
gathered on a particularly misty
morning. Fog had rolled in off the sea,
blanketing out the surroundings and
leaving a silent, menacing atmosphere
where it was hard to move about by
foot and feel safe. Those brave enough
to stroll through the haze, however,
were rewarded by wonderful sights,
normally hidden, such as glorious
displays of spiders' webs. This was
certainly proof that it is worthwhile
feeling the fear yet acting despite it 37

ISBN 978-1-78678148-2

This book got all my spiritual antennae
tingling, and I would recommend it to
everyone.

Published by Watkins
Taken from the Introduction to the
book.

Suzanne Thomas
Lars Muhl is a seer and mystic who
has been bestowed with extrasensory
perception since childhood. Today he
is an author, speaker and healer with
an international following giving talks
and workshops around the world.

“This is a little book that could make a
big difference. It describes the ancient
method of healing and of opening a
gateway of light that was used by the
Essene mystery school 2,500 years
ago. Anyone with an open mind and
heart can take advantage of this
method, whether or not they subscribe
to a religion or spiritual tradition. If
you wish to adopt this method in your
life you must be willing to invest the
time required to practise it seriously
with dedication and devotion.”

To find out more visit larsmuhl.com

Written in an easy style to read, and
masterfully put together.
It takes you on a journey through the
spiritual truths of the Essenes and
Yeshua, (Jesus.)

Creative Corner

In various religions it’s about looking
and understanding the whole, and not
just a blinkered view. For example,
Buddhism and Mindfulness.
It’s about the practice and working
with such truths, and going with what
resonates with you.
Christianity has been a little bit on the
back foot for a while, so it is refreshing
to find such an erudite book on
spirituality, and moving forward.
I was especially interested in the
chapter on Dying and Resurrection,
which brought in knowledge that I had
not thought of before.
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How Can I Make A Difference In
The World
By Michael Road

THE GREAT RELEASE
THE BIRTHING

In some ways this a low self-esteem
question, because just by living on the
planet you make a difference.
Everything is energy. Humanity,
Nature, Earth . . . and everything on it.
All human energy is One. If you are
constantly negative, worrying about
the state of the world, and how
unpleasant people can be, you are
putting negative energy into that One
human energy/consciousness. You are
making a difference! Equally, if you are
positive about the world, seeing the
beauty in Nature and in humanity, you
are making a positive difference.
Obviously, the difference that we need
is to live in a way that brings freedom
to yourself and the people you connect
with in daily life. If you have thoughts
and feelings of joy and inner-freedom,
if you are filled with gratitude and
appreciation for life, then you are
making a powerful and uplifting
difference to the world. So please,
make a difference in the most powerful
way possible, by you being the Love
that you are.

As we close the history books on the
darkest age humanity has ever known,
new voices ringed with Light arise to
take the plough for a fresh Adventure
of consciousness.
All world Souls, so inclined, move as
One to pour their Love into creating a
higher level of consciousness that is
indefatigable, sincere, unbounded,
creative, and worthy, owning the
integrity to bring a valid Age to build
upon for everyone.
Each Nation will rise to accept this
polarity, with Faith and Confidence,
creating balance and purpose with the
purity of Inner Heart Love Energy
which is able to sustain this new
construct, being free of fear and
domination, to become the Will of
humanity as the only way forward to
guarantee sustainability.
This is a birthing from the dusk of
terror and insecurity engendered
worldwide, with Peaceful action. The
birthing tank has been the past fifty
years of misrule, no longer able to
shadow this dawning of longed for
prosperity.

Personally, I recommend that to make
the greatest difference you constantly
and consciously . . . choose Love!
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We can know the present
ARMEGEDDON is almost behind us,
with intention we can transform the
ashes of the past to bring our choices
in line with our deepest desires for
Peace of The One Mind. It won’t be
easy as the work is personal and all
embracing. To be the best you can be
at all times; tolerant, kind, truthful,
loving, selfless and Joyful, the latter
being the spade with which to dig our
way to victory – Together!

That walks beside me along the path of
life
(From the Atlanteans Group.)

Awake to peace
The skies are alight with colour
Streaking across the horizon,
Blazing a trail,
Burning a path,

We are followers of the World’s
Greatest Giver! Give of time, of
personal ease and comfort, of fame, of
healing, of power, of sympathy of all
these and many more. By learning this
lesson we can become a great power to
help others and to do mighty things.

Soaring to great heights
As the morning sun bursts into life.
Awake my soul the king of heaven
Awake my heart the queen of peace
Tread softly here,
Hold us in your hands,
Sing anthems of love and peace

©Geraldine Sherborne 2018-08-29

To our Earth bound bodies and dual minds.
Around us spin a web of holy angels

The Atlantean Prayer

To protect us from Earth's dark caverns.
Bring us into the Light
To raise us gently
Into the meadows of celestial pastures
Where peace shines bright as the holy grail.

Marianne ~ late August 2018

I am part of an infinite Universe
I am Brother and Sister to all life
I extend an acknowledgment
To all life visible and invisible
I extend my love to all life visible and
invisible
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If you are creative, we’d love to display your
work here, whether artistic, poetic,
photographic, short story etc.etc

Finally

Contact suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

E mails to the Editor

If you would like to send in your own
thoughts, experiences, images or
comments.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

Stop Press

My aim is to build a healthy spiritual
network, with no boundaries, there is
no need to feel alone, no matter where
you are physically in the world, all are
free to share, if you wish.
I am truly grateful to all who promote
the Fountain International Magazine
and or Newsletter.

Be a part of this spiritual
project. Don’t leave me
hanging.

Just gone to the publisher/printer. Available
by Fountain’s Birthday 21st Sept. Full
information in the next issue of the Magazine.
If you wish to go on the interested list, please
contact
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
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